• 15 days elephant bull and Plains game hunt $1,250 per day
• 15 day lion and Plains game $1,750 per day
• 15 day leopard/buffalo and Plains game hunt $1,000 per day
• 10 day buffalo and Plains game hunt $850 per day.

**RESULTS**

We are very impressed with the many trophies our clients took this year. After 39 years arranging hunting trips worldwide, we feel that those outfitters we have chosen to represent provide many of the finest trips available for any sportsman at any cost. We are always, results oriented with a focus on quality.

**TROPHY FEES**

- Elephant: $12,500
- Lion: $5,000
- Elephant Crop Damage: $4,500
- Lioness: $3,500
- Buffalo: $2,250
- Leopard: $3,500

**TANZANIA**

Our outfitter in Tanzania Hunts the Selous area, and many changes in this country. Please contact us for details.

**BOTSWANA**

All hunting programs are currently closed. We are researching programs in Zambia and other countries, but current pricing is not competitive with other countries we represent.

* PLEASE BOOK EARLY *

Many outfitters are already full for 2019 and are taking deposits for 2020 and beyond. We have clients booking 2 to 3 years in advance every year to ensure the availability of the hunt they want when they want it. Secure your hunt with a deposit today!

We are fully committed to the highest principles of conservation and for protection of the hunter and enhancement of wildlife habitat.

**SPECIAL NOTE**

We are now an authorized agent for Global Rescue. Ask us. We also are offering satellite phones for rental for your safety in hunting.

All pricing, though believed accurate are not guaranteed and subject to change!
This year’s book has many new and old favorite hunts. If you do not see what you want, call us. Read and save this brochure.

We are now booking many dangerous game hunts. Accordingly, we are now associated with Global Rescue, an emergency service provided worldwide. Also, we are now offering satellite telephone rentals of the top-quality Iridium phones. Today, most traveling hunters will carry these plus a GPS spot locator.

All the Best,

BOB DUNN

ELK

One of our preferred outfitters hunting has been in New Mexico for the last 25 years. The tags are 100% privately held; you cannot draw an elk tag here, but if you purchase a hunt from our outfitter, you are guaranteed a landowner tag. This outfitter leases over forty ranches with nearly 100% of clients having an opportunity to harvest a bull. The 15 year average is 83% on kills. Rifle hunts are 2x1 for $6,200 and $500 more for 1x1. Elk and Mule Deer rifle hunts are $7,750. Archery hunts are priced considerably lower at $3,650 on 2x1 or as low as $3,250 for tree-stand hunt. Deer are is free if drawn on archery hunts in New Mexico. Add Bear on any hunt for $500 trophy fee.

This Trinidad, Colorado outfitter has been in operation for 30 plus years. The five day quality Elk hunt is priced at $5,700.

Quality management areas in New Mexico, such as the Gila Wilderness area and the Sergeant Wildlife, are prime spots to apply if you are looking for that monster bull. If you can draw the license, our outfitters can find the Elk. A five day rifle or muzzle loader hunt in the Gila Wilderness area is $6,500 for a 1x1. You must draw or purchase a landowner tag which can cost an additional $6,000. Six day archery hunt for 2x1 is $5,250. Chances for a trophy bull scoring over 320 B&C are great for either rifle or bow, with shooting opportunities at 80%. Approximately 75% of all archery bulls qualify Pope & Young. Rifle and muzzle loader five day hunts are $7,500. An outfitter in Trinidad, Colorado has nearly 100% shooting opportunity for bulls averaging 300-325.

There is no wilderness more pristine than the famed “Muskwa Region” of Northern British Columbia. Enormous amounts of Moose and Goat roam this area along with one of the largest resident Elk herds. We consistently take 30 Elk hunters per year with 90% success. Most score well over 300 and are 6x6 bulls. The ten day hunt 2x1 is priced at $12,500 and option to add Goat or Caribou. We also offer a seven day 2x1, one specie hunt for Elk, Goat, Moose or Mountain Caribou for $11,300 with another B.C. outfitter.

ROOSEVELT ELK

Our preference for this species is Vancouver Island with several outfitters. Expect a quality trophy that will score well. Price for ten day hunts starts at $25,000.

Kudu/Waterbok/Blesbok/Warthog/BlueWildebeest/Gemsbok/Zebra/Roan/Springbok

10 days . . . . . 10 nights . . . . . $9,500 (You will also be able to ride an Elephant)

Hunts for Cape Buffalo and Sable for $15,000 or Cape Buffalo only for $10,500 can be arranged.

Kudu, Impala, Springbok, Gemsbok & Wildebeest

6 days/6 nights . . . . . . . . . . . $5,250

NAMIBIA

One of my favorite countries to visit and hunt is where you fly to Windhoek and are picked up by outfitter. The first of two camps is a 2 hour drive and Five Star Lodge. You stay there for a couple of days and then travel to the Northern camp near Etosha National Park. There are over twenty huntable species on two ranches over 250,000 acres. Daily rates are $425 1x1; $345 2x1; non-hunter $195 per day; and children $120 per day. A 15% VAT tax on all trophies exported.

BLUE WILDEBEEST/ZEBRA/SPRINGBOK/DUNGEOX/BEIDERSTEIN

8 Day . . . . .5 Animals . . . . $6,353.50 15% VAT tax, all accommodations and trophy fees are included.

MOZAMBIQUE SAFARI

This is a great area taken over by our outfitter and has excellent Cape buffalo, leopard and plains game.

We have a ten day trophy Buffalo hunt with a cost of $12,000. You fly into Bolawaya and the outfitter will pick you up. There is no charter flight.

We offer a five day tusk-less elephant hunt for $9,500 to be taken day or night. See us for all the facts on these great outfitters.
sightseeing in all of Africa and a beach house on the Indian Ocean. They hunt Zululand, Natal, Drakensberg and Baviaan area in South Africa.

Limpopo area is well known for its game ranches and has produced very large trophies for our clients. There are over 62,000 acres in the Northern Cape area rich in trophy game with over thirty animals to provide our hunter with a great safari. Daily rates are $380 per hunter and $120 per day for non-hunter. We are a two and a half hour drive north of Joberg, and will arrange to pick clients up at the airport.

There are over 30 animals to hunt in camp or within a few hours of camp to sightsee. The area has produced many record book animals including Kudu over 60”, and a 16” Bushbuck. Cost of the 1x1 hunt is $380 per day; non-hunters $120 per day and includes all taxes. Share a guide for 2x1 at $300.

**One Stop Shop**

For getting your safari hunting trophies back fast and easy.

**Mass Expediting**, an importing business, works with brokers from Laing International to take care of the governmental clearances of your safari upon arrival in the U.S. We then personally pick up your shipment at BWI airport and transport it to **Keystone Fur Dressing**, a USDA approved establishment, located just outside of Gettysburg, PA. Upon same-day arrival at the tannery, you may choose to have your trophies processed for shipment to you or your taxidermist.

---

**TULE ELK**

We offer several tags per year for this animal at our great California ranches. Trophy quality is excellent. Bulls are priced at $22,000 for rifle hunt or archery hunt.

**DEER**

**WHITETAIL DEER**

Kansas is a great place for trophy bucks with our two outfitters. Archery runs for 8 consecutive weeks from October to December and is especially good with most kills at least minimum in Pope and Young. Archery hunts for six days are $3,150. Rifle hunts are 5 days for $3,650 or muzzleloader for $3,150. Youth hunt pricing is $2,900.

Wyoming and Montana are great deer destinations offering three, four and six day trips. A three day trip with rifle is $3,850 or a five day archery hunt for $3,900. Combo hunt with Deer and Antelope is only $5,500 for five days. A six day, two states and two buck hunt is priced at $7,000.

Texas offers a great 3-day, 4 night hunt which includes a buck, doe, one hog, turkey, ducks, and varmints. You name it; it’s all in season together. Our hunt is priced from $2,850 and up. Hunt with TV host Allen Warren of Great Texas Hunts. A high fence hunt on this ranch for very large whitetail is also offered.

**MULE DEER:**

If big Mule Deer are your passion, the only place to hunt is Mexico. This is where they produce many over 30” wide. Now, all you need to be is lucky. Six day hunts are pricey at $10,000. Coues deer can be added for $5,000.

Montana or Wyoming locations offer four day hunts as low as $4,500 plus license or three day rifle hunt for $3,850. Five day archery hunts are $3,900. Three River Outfitters in Alberta offers many trophy Mule Deer hunts priced for 4 days, 5 nights at $5,750. Many hunting show operators are hunting this great location for true trophy Mule Deer. Whitetail hunts for five and a half days are $3,750.

**Sitka Blacktail Deer**

Our hunt on Kodiak Island includes a limit of 1 deer per hunter. The outfitter hunt is guided and includes great Sea Duck shooting and incredible fishing. Six days cast and blast at $5,000 1x1, or $3,750 for 2x1.

**Columbia Blacktail Deer**

Vancouver Island, British Columbia, is one spot we hunt for this specie. The five day hunt from September through December is $5,500.

**BEARS**

**GRIZZLY BEAR**

Primarily this is a stand-alone hunt, but it can be included as part of a mixed bag hunt. The Brooks Range of Alaska is our pick as the best place to hunt Grizzly, 100% success rate for the last 30 years. It doesn't get any better than that. Eight day hunts are $18,000 with one area where two Grizzlies can be taken for $15,000.

Hunt the Wrangell Mountains of Alaska in the fall on horseback for ten days at $16,500 hunt.
**BROWN BEAR**

TThe biggest and meanest of all bears can grow to incredible size with a constant diet rich in salmon. Kodiak Island is a premier place to hunt in the spring or fall. Some hunts require a registration on the peninsula. Hunt the Alaska Peninsula in the spring in the even years, and the fall in the odd years. Long-time outfitter, Mike Munsey is top outfitter at Munsey Bear Camps on Kodiak. Plan to book a least a year or two in advance as openings at Kodiak are limited. Price averages $23,000 in 2019. This operator has over 55 years in business.

![Brown Bear](image1.png)

Alaska Perimeter Expedition is another choice for top trophies in this specie. Many 10 foot bears are taken with this outfitter in the Port Katmai area of the Peninsula. Enjoy either spring or fall hunts priced at $31,250 for a ten day hunt.

Two longtime outfitters hunt way south in Unit 9C and offer fall and spring ten day hunts for $18,000 with an excellent chance for trophy bear. Try a baited Brown Bear/Black Bear hunt at $14,500.

Bear hunts on Admiralty Island off coastal Alaska for ten days are priced as low as $15,500, with high success in fall or spring. Tagish National Wildlife Preserve Brown Bear hunts priced at $18,500.

Boat hunts are always a great way to enjoy a Brown or Black Bear hunt. Live aboard and eat from the bounty of the sea with salmon and crabs. Bears will run 8.5 to 9.5 feet out of Sitka and are priced from $19,500.

**Polar Bears**

Northwest Territories is only one legal place in the world to hunt this great white bear. There are very few hunts that test a hunter, but this one does. USF&W reclassified Polar Bear to “endangered” on CITES, Appendix 1 in March 2008. Accordingly, although you may hunt and harvest Polar Bear, it cannot be brought back in the USA. It can still be imported into Canada, Mexico, and Europe.

Hunting takes place in numerous communities in the NWT under the auspices of the HTO (Hunter/Trapper Organization) in each community. Pricing for a twelve day trip is $25,000 and up. Travel is by snowmobile, but the hunt must be finished with a dog team. There are only two tags available for winter 2019. One cancellation hunt is still available for $19,500. Muskox can be added for $6,000.

We hunt from several other communities as well as Nunavut. Only limited number of tags, but priced from $29,000 to $48,000. Our outfitters are very good on bears over 10 ft. One of our clients took an 11 ft. bear.

**Black Bears**

We offer both spring and fall hunts in our Western States and Canada. If big bears are your thing, we strongly recommend Vancouver Island off Coastal British Columbia being the home for monster sized Black Bears. Price for one bear with its own classification, "Island Black" is $7,700 or $6,500 on 2x1. A seven day spring hunt for two bears on Vancouver Island is $8,700.

**Bird Hunting**

If waterfowl or bird hunting is what you are interested in, we can provide several options for you. Contact us and we'll be happy to provide information on many locations across the USA. Check out our South Dakota operator for up to fifteen birds per day, plus crane and pheasants.

**Wild Turkey**

Interest in turkey hunting is at an all time high. We offer opportunities in Texas, Kansas, New Mexico, Iowa, Missouri, Florida, and numerous other states. Let us know which species you are interested in and we can produce a trip to meet your needs. We offer the slam of turkeys; collect them all. Rio or Eastern available in Kansas for five days at $1,250 guided, $1,095 non-guided, and youth at $600.

**Fishing**

Yes, we still offer exciting fishing packages in Costa Rica, Alaska, Belize, Bahamas, The Northwest Territories, and Canada just to name a few places. If fishing is your passion, inquire, and we'll be happy to provide an unforgettable opportunity. Fish Costa Rica Crocodile Bay at a great lodge for as low as $2,645 on a five day trip. Best pike fishing in Canada at $5,800 at Wollaston Lodge. Plummer’s on Great Bear Lake offers seven days of fishing at $5,245 and for four days on Great Slave Lake at $2,995. An overnight fishing trip at Tree River Lodge is only $1045. Our 6 day Brook & Lake trout in Quebec is only $1,890 plus tax.

**Russia**

We are associated with several Russian hunting companies offering all species. With many years experience, they provide quality hunting trips in their homeland. The most popular is the Kamchatka Brown Bear hunt. This hunt has been priced at $8,500 with trophy fee of $2,500 and option for second bear. Other available species include Kamchatka Bighorn Sheep, Marco Polo Sheep, Snow Sheep, Argali Bighorn Sheep, Maral Stag, Moose, and Siberian Ibex besides great fishing.

**Africa**

Our outfitter in Tanzania Hunts the Selous area, and many changes in this country. Please contact us for details.

**Botswana**

All hunting programs are currently closed. We are researching programs in Zambia and other countries, but current pricing is not competitive with other countries we represent.

**South Africa**

One of the greatest places left to hunt Plains game as well as ‘Big Five’ animals. The area is NOT fenced and has over 1,000,000 acres of private property where animals roam as they did 100’s of years ago. This is truly a fair and challenging hunt, Malaria free, and some of the best accommodations you will find anywhere. It is one of the greatest places to take a family to do
**MUSKOX**

We hunt this specie in the NWT in March & April, as well as August & September. Barren Ground Muskox is offered at $6,000 and Arctic Island Muskox at $7,500.

**WOLF**

Wolf hunts begin in Yellowknife, NWT April and May. The hunt is priced at $7,000 with option for second wolf for additional $750. Our NWT March hunt is with snow machines on Great Slave Lake. We also offer a very successful hunt in Ontario for $2,500.

**AMERICAN BISON**

Unless you are lucky enough to get drawn on a Yellowstone hunt, we recommend many of the numerous game ranches throughout western United States and Canada for the private herds. We have at least ten ranches available with prices as low as $3,500 to $8,000. In Northern BC and Alberta, we have a 7 Day hunt on snow machines for free ranging Woods Buffalo. Priced at $9,000 to $12,000 on a 1x1, these two hunts are the real McCoy in the wild.

**HAWAII**

We can provide a short hunting program for you if you are traveling in Hawaii. Hunt Axis Deer on Lanai, Mouflon Rams, Wild Boar, Feral Goat, or Black Bear on Molokai.

**ARGENTINA**

We offer wild Red Stag hunts in March and April with food and lodging included. Seven full days of hunting with one of our top professional hunters which includes one Red Stag, one Boar, and a Fallow Deer is priced at $8,500. You have the option to add other animals at trophy fee rates.

**AUSTRALIA**

Our professional hunter in the Northern Territory offers a seven day 1x Buffalo hunt on a 3,000 square mile area for $13,500. Hunts for Red Stag, Axis Deer, Fallow Deer, Rusa Deer, or Sambar Deer in Queensland is on a daily rate of $500 plus trophy fees on 1x1. You may take Kangaroo, Wallaroo, Dingo, Boar, or Feral Goat with no additional charge.

**NEW ZEALAND**

This well known professional hunter offers a top shelf seven day 1x1 hunt on islands for Chamois, Tahr and Red Stag, including helicopter time, for $15,750. Hunt for the world’s best Red Stag on the headwaters of the Rangitikei River. All-inclusive package for Red Stag, Fallow, Sika, Ram and Goat priced as low as $14,750, or take a four night Red Stag hunt for 7x7 stag, with score up to 350 for only $6,000. This special must be taken from mid-February through mid-April and has option for additional animals for trophy fees only. Our other outfitter charges $7,500 for up to a 360 score Red Stag. Chamois with Tahr and helicopter is $11,000.

**CARIBOU**

We hunt Alberta, British Columbia, Saskatchewan and Quebec for spring and fall bears from $3,500 – $4,500. Two bears are permitted in many provinces. Primarily tent camps are used here. We even have a Black Bear and Mule Deer hunts are available in B.C. for $5,800.

Quebec is another of our spring locations with Claude Turcotte, the ‘Bear Man’. Pricing for six day hunt for one bear is $2,995 and self-guided hunt at $1,990. Coastal Alaska hunts on large 40’-60’ watercraft living off the bounty of the sea at $6,500.

Hunt with Rodney in New Brunswick in a newly remodeled Bear camp. Two bear limit with high success. First bear is $1,900 and trophy fee for second.

**QUEBEC-LABRADOR CARIBOU**

Quebec has now closed all Caribou hunting as of January 1, 2018.

**MOUNTAIN CARIBOU**

Hunting this sub-species in the Yukon, the NWT and Northern British Columbia provides great trophies due to massive antler growth. A ten day hunt for this animal is $12,900, plus charter cost. Another British Columbia outfitter offers a 10 day Caribou hunt for $12,600 1x1.

**WOODLAND CARIBOU**

The smallest of the Caribou, this sub-species is found in Newfoundland, Eastern Canada. It is also offered with Canadian Moose on a mixed bag hunt. Tags are very limited. Best pricing is on Moose at $7,995.

**CENTRAL-CANADA BARRON GROUND CARIBOU**

Several outfitters in the NWT and Manitoba offer this hunt priced at $9,500 for one Caribou. Air charter is $1,400. Another outfitter near Churchill offers this hunt at $8,000.

**ANTELOPE**

We offer a three day Wyoming rifle hunt from $2,400. Archery hunts are priced for a five day trip at $2600.

New Mexico is one of our favorite locations to hunt these trophy antelope. Our three day hunt is $2,450 landowner permit if drawn, and $3,450 without landowners tag.
GOAT

Vancouver Island, British Columbia is our preference for a seven day 1x1 goat hunt at $8,000. This same hunt is offered on Kodiak Island for $9,000.

Northern B.C. offers a ten day 2x1 Goat hunt priced at $12,900. Moose, Elk or Caribou can be added as a second animal at $3,960 each.

Sitka, Alaska is the location of this great goat hunt for $9,000 with the option to add a Blacktail Deer for $1,000 plus trophy fee.

MOOSE

ALASKA – YUKON

We hunt in Alaska and the Yukon for the largest of this specie. These animals are huge!

Our outfitter in the Wood River Drainage has an 85-90% success with an average spreads between 65”-75”. A ten day hunt is $15,000 with an option to add Brown Bear at $26,500. The hunt can be split by two hunters. Our Yukon trophy Moose hunts average well over 60”. A ten day hunt is $16,800 with option to add other animals such as Grizzly.

Our outfitter/air-taxi operator out of McGrath takes many big Moose. He offers twelve day, fully guided 2x1 hunts at $18,500, and a semi guide fix camp or float trip at $12,900.

Canadian Moose

Western Canadian Moose can get quite large, with many between 50” and 60”. We hunt in the northern regions of British Columbia with high success. Pricing is $22,500 for a seven day hunt and $24,500 for a ten day rut hunt. Another of our British Columbia outfitters charge $8,450 for a seven day hunt.
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SHEEP

Dall Sheep

The first leg of the “Grand Slam” is usually the White Sheep. This thin horn variety is all over Alaska, the Yukon and the NWT.

The Yukon offers a seven day fly-in hunt for Dall sheep for $24,500 with outstanding success. Hunting by horseback, back pack or boat for a combination hunt for Sheep, Grizzly or Moose is a possible.

Alaska’s Dall Sheep hunting could not be better with this outfitter. He was just awarded exclusive use tags in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR), and he still has his other area. Priced at $21,540, plus a charter flight in, we have never had one of our clients not take a sheep with this outfitter.

Our long time outfitter in Alaska has over 30 years experience guiding Sheep and has never had one of our clients not take a sheep with this outfitter.

SHIRAS MOOSE

The hard part of this hunt in our western states is drawing a license. If drawn for license, our outfitters can collect the trophy. Prices range from $6,000 to $8,000 in most western states.

A license draw is not necessary in Lower British Columbia. Simply buy a license over the counter. Prices range from $8,500 to $15,000.

COUGAR

Will-call hunts are priced at $8,500 on Vancouver Island with our long-time outfitter with option for second Cougar. With the highest density of cats in North America, we have had a huge success. Take one with a bow and one with a rifle.

Many British Columbia outfitters are now charging $7,500 for a cougar hunt with option to add Lynx for $6,500 or Bobcat at the trophy fee.